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In bacteria, genes with related functions often are grouped to-
gether in operons and are cotranscribed as a single polycistronic
mRNA. In eukaryotes, functionally related genes generally are
scattered across the genome. Notable exceptions include gene
clusters for catabolic pathways in yeast, synthesis of secondary
metabolites in filamentous fungi, and the major histocompatibility
complex in animals. Until quite recently it was thought that gene
clusters in plants were restricted to tandem duplicates (for exam-
ple, arrays of leucine-rich repeat disease-resistance genes). How-
ever, operon-like clusters of coregulated nonhomologous genes
are an emerging theme in plant biology, where they may be in-
volved in the synthesis of certain defense compounds. These clus-
ters are unlikely to have arisen by horizontal gene transfer, and
the mechanisms behind their formation are poorly understood.
Previously in thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) we identified an
operon-like gene cluster that is required for the synthesis and
modification of the triterpene thalianol. Here we characterize
a second operon-like triterpene cluster (the marneral cluster) from
A. thaliana, compare the features of these two clusters, and in-
vestigate the evolutionary events that have led to cluster forma-
tion. We conclude that common mechanisms are likely to underlie
the assembly and control of operon-like gene clusters in plants.

genome dynamics | metabolic diversification | chromatin

Operons are a familiar feature of prokaryote genomes, where
genes belonging to the same functional pathway are assembled

into a single transcriptional unit. In eukaryotes, operons are rare
[with a few notable exceptions such as in the genomes of nematodes
(1)], and functionally related genes usually are scattered across the
genome. However, eukaryotic gene order is not as random as it first
appeared, and clusters of functionally related but nonhomologous
genes now have been identified in the genomes of animals and fungi
(2, 3). These clusters include theMHC locus in mammals (4), gene
clusters for nutrient use in yeast (5–7), and numerous clusters for
diverse secondary metabolic pathways in filamentous fungi (8, 9).
Although the genes within these eukaryotic clusters are tran-
scribed independently, these clusters have certain operon-like
features (physical clustering and coregulation) (3).
In plants, genes for well-characterized secondary metabolic

pathways such as the anthocyanin pathway are unlinked. How-
ever, the first gene cluster for a plant secondary metabolic
pathway—for the synthesis of cyclic hydroxamic acids—was dis-
covered in maize (Zea mays) in 1997 (10), and since then a sec-
ondary metabolic gene cluster for the synthesis of the triterpene
avenacin has been discovered in diploid oat (Avena strigosa) (11–
14), and two clusters for the synthesis of different diterpenes
(momilactones and phytocassanes) have been characterized in
rice (Oryza sativa) (15–18). These four clusters from cereals are
all required for the synthesis of preformed or stress-induced
compounds implicated in plant defense (15, 16, 19, 20). We re-
cently identified an operon-like gene cluster in Arabidopsis,
which is required for the synthesis of thalianol-derived tri-
terpenes (the thalianol cluster) (Fig. 1A) (21). The function of
the thalianol cluster is not known, but this cluster is highly
conserved across different Arabidopsis accessions, suggesting that

it is likely to have an important role in ecological interactions.
The five plant clusters reported so far are diverse in organization
and function, and all appear to have evolved independently (14,
17, 21, 22). There is good evidence indicating that these clusters
are not a consequence of horizontal gene transfer from microbes
because the origins of the genes within the clusters can be
explained most readily by recruitment from plant primary and/or
secondary metabolism (14). The clusters therefore are most
likely to have formed by gene duplication, neofunctionalization,
and genome reorganization. However, the underlying mecha-
nisms are unknown. These clusters represent an emerging par-
adigm in plant evolutionary biology, providing tantalizing links
with adaptive genome plasticity in microbes and animals.
Here we report the discovery and characterization of a second

operon-like gene cluster in Arabidopsis thaliana that is required
for the synthesis and elaboration of a different triterpene, marn-
eral. Comparison of the thalianol and marneral clusters indicates
that although these clustersmay have been founded by duplication
of an ancestral gene pair, independent evolutionary events have
led to the subsequent establishment of the present-day clusters.
We propose a model for the sequence of events leading to cluster
formation. We further show that the two clusters formed after the
α whole-genome duplication event within the Brassicales and are
located in dynamic chromosomal regions that are significantly
enriched in transposable elements (TEs). Establishment of the
coexpression patterns of the genes within the thalianol and
marneral clusters appears to have been a multistep process, at
least part of which is likely to have occurred after cluster assembly.

Results
The Genes for Marneral Synthesis and Modification Are Clustered.
The thalianol gene cluster in Arabidopsis consists of four contig-
uous coexpressed genes, At5g48010, At5g48000, At5g47990, and
At5g47980, encoding enzymes that together catalyze the synthesis
and elaboration of thalianol, a tricyclic triterpene that has been
identified only in Arabidopsis (Fig. 1A) (21). These enzymes are
the oxidosqualene cyclase (OSC) thalianol synthase (THAS), the
cytochrome P450s thalianol hydroxylase (THAH) and thalian-diol
desaturase (THAD) (belonging to the CYP85 and CYP71 clans,
respectively), and an acyltransferase (ACT). The first committed
step in the thalianol pathway is catalyzed by THAS, which belongs
to a Brassicaceae-specific clade (clade II) of the OSC family
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(Fig. S1A). The Arabidopsis genome contains a total of 13 OSC
genes, of which six members (including THAS) belong to clade II
(21).We and others have noted that several of these other clade II
OSC genes also are flanked by coexpressed genes in the Arabi-
dopsis genome (21, 23). These regions therefore may represent
functional gene clusters for new triterpene pathways. Here we
have focused on the characterization of one of these regions,
which contains the OSC gene MRN1 (also known as At5g42600).
MRN1 is flanked by two coexpressed cytochrome P450 genes that
belong to different P450 families (Fig. 1B). These genes have
a root-specific expression pattern similar to that of the thalianol
cluster (Fig. 1C) (21).
MRN1 encodes marneral synthase, an enzyme that previously

had been shown to convert 2,3-oxidosqualene to marneral (an
unusual monocyclic triterpene aldehyde) (Fig. 1D) when ex-
pressed in yeast (24). Marneral has not been reported in plants.
Using GC-MS analysis, we detected marnerol [an alcohol
spontaneously produced from marneral, as previously reported
(24)] in yeast expressing MRN1 but not in extracts of roots [the
tissue whereMRN1 is expressed (Fig. 2)] of wild-type Arabidopsis
plants. Adjacent to MRN1 is the coexpressed gene CYP71A16
(also known as At5g42590) (Fig. 1B). CYP71A16 is predicted to
encode a cytochrome P450 belonging to the widespread CYP71
clan, which is greatly expanded in the Brassicaceae (Fig. S1B).
We investigated whether CYP71A16 encodes an enzyme involved

in the modification of marneral in planta and thus forms part
of a new functional gene cluster in Arabidopsis. Marnerol was
not detectable in wild-type root extracts by GC-MS (Fig. 2C).
However, it was clearly detectable in the root extracts of two
CYP71A16 mutants (mro1-1 and mro1-2; Fig. 2 D and E).
Overexpression of CYP71A16 in mro1-2 plants restored the
wild-type chemical profile (Fig. 2F). These experiments indicate
that CYP71A16 is required for conversion of marneral to a
downstream product or products. However, we were unable to
detect any marneral derivatives in the roots of wild-type or
complemented plants.
To identify the products ofmarneralmodification byCYP71A16,

we analyzed leaf extracts from plants overexpressing MRN1,
CYP71A6, or both enzymes (Fig. 3). Plants overexpressing MRN1
and CYP71A16 lack the marnerol peak present in plants over-
expressing MRN1 alone and accumulate seven new compounds
that have ionization spectra consistent with modified forms of
marneral. The four most abundant compounds are likely to rep-
resent isomers of hydroxylated desaturated marnerol (Fig. 3 and
Fig. S2). These results indicate that CYP71A16 is primarily a
marneral oxidase (hereafter referred to as “MRO”) and is likely to
generate multiple isomers. CYP705A12 (also known as At5g42580)
is a cytochrome P450 gene immediately adjacent toMRO (Fig. 1B).
The predicted product of CYP705A12 belongs to a different P450
family than CYP71A16 and also is implicated in marneral metab-
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Fig. 1. A candidate metabolic gene cluster in Arabidopsis. Maps of (A) the thalianol gene cluster (21) and (B) a candidate metabolic gene cluster on Ara-
bidopsis chromosome 5. The boxes represent exons. Genes from the same lineage-specific clades are colored similarly, and T-DNA insertion mutants are
indicated in B. At5g42591 is a nonconserved ORF that is predicted to encode a small 35-amino acid peptide of unknown function and for which there are no
large-scale expression data. (C) Microarray expression profiles of the genes within the candidate cluster shown in B and four flanking genes [image adapted
from Genevestigator (46)]. The putative cluster genes shown in B are indicated in bold. They are expressed only in root tissue, in a pattern similar to the
thalianol cluster genes (Fig. S6).The genes flanking the candidate cluster region are not coexpressed and do not have any obvious predicted functions in
secondary metabolism. Data are displayed as a heat map (blue, expressed; white, not expressed) scaled to the expression potential of each gene. (D)
Structures of thalianol and marneral.
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olism, because the gene is coexpressed withMRO andMRN1 (Fig.
1C). CYP705A12 belongs to the same cytochrome P450 family as
THAD, which desaturates hydroxy-thalianol (Fig. 1 A and B and
Fig. S1C) (18). Together these results indicate that MRN1, MRO,
and CYP705A12 are likely to constitute a functional gene cluster
involved in the synthesis and elaboration ofmarneral. Previously we
showed that accumulation of thalianol pathway intermediates has
detrimental effects on plant growth and development (21). Simi-
larly, plants overexpressing MRN1 or MRN1 and MRO1 together
have pronounced dwarf phenotypes (Fig. S3).

The Marneral and Thalianol Clusters Have both Common and Inde-
pendent Features. MRN1 and CYP705A12 encode enzymes be-
longing to the same Brassicaceae-specific clades as THAS and
THAD, respectively (Fig. 1A and B and Fig. S1). The relationship
between these gene pairs suggests that the cluster regions may
have formed after the segmental duplication (SD) of an ancestral
cluster region. However, we note that the CYP705A12 and THAD
genes are in opposite orientations, indicating that if the cluster
regions formed after SD of an ancestral cluster region, a gene-
inversion event must have followed the SD. Phylogenetic analysis
indicates that MRN1 and CYP705A12 are both basal within their
respective clades relative to their thalianol cluster counterparts
THAS and THAD (Fig. S1 A and C), suggesting that these
marneral biosynthetic enzymes are more ancient than THAS and

THAD. However, MRO and THAH, which catalyze the second
steps of the marneral and thalianol pathways, respectively (Fig. 1
A and B), are members of distantly related cytochrome P450
families and share only 27% amino acid identity. If we assume that
the THAS/THAD and MRN1/CYP705A12 gene pairs share a
common origin, then the most parsimonious explanation for
cluster formation is that MRO and THAH were recruited in-
dependently to themarneral and thalianol cluster regions after the
duplication of an ancestral OSC/ CYP705 gene-containing region
(Fig. 4A). The thalianol cluster also differs from the marneral
cluster in that it contains the ACT gene At5g47980 (Fig. 1A),
which must have been introduced later (Fig. 4A). The sequence of
events proposed in Fig. 4A assumes that the two clusters were
founded by duplication of an ancestralOSC/ CYP705 gene pair. It
is, of course, also possible that the THAS/THAD and MRN1/
CYP705A12 gene pairs have evolved independently. In either
case, it is clear that the thalianol and marneral clusters are not
simply products of whole-scale cluster duplication and that in-
dependent evolutionary events have led to the establishment of
the present-day clusters.

The Marneral and Thalianol Clusters Formed After the α Whole-
Genome Duplication Event Within the Brassicales and Are Located
in Dynamic Chromosomal Regions. We then compared the chro-
mosomal environments of the marneral and thalianol clusters.
The Brassicales have undergone several whole-genome dupli-
cation events in their history. The β event occurred after the
divergence of papaya (Carica papaya) from other Brassicales
(25), whereas the α event is Brassicaceae specific and dates to
w23–43 Mya (Fig. 4B) (26, 27). Intriguingly, the thalianol and
marneral cluster each lies at the center of an island between α
duplication segments (Fig. 5A). Our phylogenetic analysis indi-
cates that the expansion of the relevant lineage-specific OSC and
P450 clades occurred after the α event (Fig. S1). The thalianol
cluster is represented in Arabidopsis lyrata (Fig. 5B), suggesting
that clade expansion and cluster assembly already had taken
place in the common ancestor of these species. Estimates of the
timing of divergence of A. thaliana and A. lyrata range from 3–9
Mya (28) to more recent estimates that suggest a considerably
earlier divergence date (17.9 ± 4.8 Mya) (29). However, the
A. lyrata cluster differs from the A. thaliana cluster in having an
insertion in the ACT gene and an intervening 100-kb TE-dense
region between this gene and the next cluster gene (30) (Fig. 5B).
In contrast, the marneral cluster appears to have been lost from
A. lyrata (Fig. 5B). Deletion is the most likely explanation, be-
cause MRN1, MRO, and At5g42580, despite their basal position
in the Brassicaceae-specific clades, lack close A. lyrata orthologs,
whereas the thalianol cluster genes from A. thaliana all have
paired orthologs in A. lyrata (Fig. S1).
Non-α regions are in general gene poor, contain an excess of

TEs and pseudogenes, and act as acceptor sites for SDs (31, 32).
TEs have properties that could contribute to the assembly of
gene clusters. They promote ectopic recombination, and certain
classes such as helitrons, which are present in all three clusters,
can transduplicate genes (33, 34). We carried out an analysis of
TE distribution in A. thaliana and found that the marneral and
thalianol clusters have an unusually high TE/gene density ratio in
comparison with neighboring euchromatic regions (P = 0.007
and P = 0.013) or other euchromatic intersegment islands (P =
0.027; Fig. 5C). A third region that contains the two clade II OSC
genes pentacyclic triterpene synthase 1 (PEN1) and baruol synthase
1 (BARS1) (Figs. S4 and S5) (35, 36) and that may represent
a further functional gene cluster also has a high TE/gene density
ratio (P = 0.017). TEs typically have short half-lives (up to
several million years) and, in agreement, we found that the TE
composition of the thalianol cluster is markedly different
A. thaliana and the closely related species A. lyrata (Dataset S1).
Whatever role TEs may have played in cluster assembly, the
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Fig. 2. Detection of MRN1 products in yeast and Arabidopsis. Saponified
extracts from yeast and Arabidopsis were analyzed for triterpene content by
GC-MS. TIC, total ion chromatogram; EIC 191, extracted ion chromatogram
at m/z 191. (A) Yeast empty vector control. (B) Yeast expressing the MRN1
cDNA. (C) Root extracts from wild-type Arabidopsis. (D and E) Root extracts
from CYP71A16-knockout lines mro1-1 (D) and mro1-2 (E). (F) Root extracts
from mro1-2 overexpressing CYP71A16. Data are representative of at least
two separate experiments. The y axis (ion count) of each chromatogram is
scaled to the highest peak. Arrows show peaks representing trimethylsily-
lated marnerol. Unlabeled peaks are trimethylsilylated sterols.
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majority of present-day TEs invaded after the lyrata-thaliana split
and therefore after cluster formation.

Discussion
Previously we reported the discovery and characterization of
a gene cluster in A. thaliana that is required for triterpene syn-
thesis (the thalianol pathway) (21). Here we report on a second

A. thaliana gene cluster that is required for the synthesis and
elaboration of a different triterpene, marneral. The function of
marneral-derived triterpenes in A. thaliana is not known, al-
though by analogy with characterized metabolic gene clusters
from other species this pathway is implicated in defense (14).
Our analysis indicates that the two clusters have undergone in-
dependent evolutionary events, although they may have been
founded by duplication of an ancestral OSC/CYP705 gene pair
(Fig. 4A).
Both the thalianol and marneral clusters are located in dy-

namic chromosomal regions that are enriched in TEs. The
present-day TE enrichment of the cluster regions provides im-
portant insights into cluster formation because it indicates that
these regions experience a higher rate of SD turnover than
neighboring euchromatic regions. The dynamic nature of these
regions is highlighted further by the large differences in TE
composition between the thalianol cluster in A. thaliana and A.
lyrata and also by the absence of the entire marneral cluster from
A. lyrata, suggesting major chromosomal rearrangements. These
findings point toward a general mechanism underlying functional
gene cluster assembly, because other plant gene clusters are
positioned similarly in dynamic chromosomal regions. For ex-
ample, the oat avenacin and the maize cyclic hydroxamic acid
clusters are both subtelomeric (10, 11, 14). Subtelomeric regions
are well-known hotspots for chromosomal recombination and
SD (34, 37). The enhanced turnover of SDs within such regions is
likely to provide an evolutionary “playground” that will accel-
erate the sampling of different gene combinations and thus the
assembly and functional optimization of operon-like gene clus-
ters in response to selection pressure. Preservation of secondary
metabolic gene clusters within unstable chromosomal regions
may be promoted by selection for the ability to produce pro-
tective compounds. Disruption of these clusters may lead not
only to loss of the pathway end-products but also to accumula-
tion of toxic/bioactive intermediates (21, 38) that may further
enhance selection for clustering (14). Our demonstration that
A. thaliana plants that accumulate elevated levels of marneral
pathway intermediates are dwarfed (Fig. S3) is consistent with
this possibility.
The marneral and thalianol cluster genes all belong to lineage-

specific multigene clades that most probably were formed by
a burst of tandem duplication in an ancestral Brassicaceae (Fig.
S1). Many members of these clades still are arranged in tandem
duplicate arrays. Genes that are prone to tandem duplication also
have been shown to be more prone to ectopic transposition (39).

Fig. 3. CYP71A16 modifies the product of MRN1. Neutral
extracts from Arabidopsis leaves were analyzed for tri-
terpene content by GC-MS. TIC, total ion chromatogram;
EIC 191, extracted ion chromatogram at m/z 191; EIC 586,
extracted ion chromatogram atm/z 586. Leaf extracts from
wild-type plants (A) or plants overexpressing MRN1 (B),
CYP71A16 (C), or both MRN1 and CYP71A16 (D). Over-
expression of the two enzymes resulted in the loss of the
trimethylsilyl marnerol peak and the appearance of four
peaks (labeled 1–4) that have ionization spectra consistent
with desaturated hydroxy-marnerol. These peaks were
identified using chromatogram analysis software and
cannot be seen in the complex TIC. An additional three
peaks of lower abundance could be detected. Ionization
spectra for individual compounds are shown in Fig. S2. The
plants overexpressing MRN1 and CYP71A16 presented an
extreme dwarfing phenotype indicating that the products
of marneral modification by CYP71A16 may inhibit plant
growth and development (Fig. S3). Data are representative
of at least two separate experiments. The y axis (ion count)
of each column of chromatograms is to the same scale,
indicated in the top left corners in A.

A

B

Fig. 4. (A) Proposed scheme for formation of the thalianol and marneral
clusters, based on the assumption that the two clusters were founded by
duplication of an ancestral OSC/CYP705 gene pair. (B) Timing of cluster as-
sembly. The evolutionary tree highlights the period over which the lineage-
specific OSC and P450 clades arose and the thalianol and marneral clusters
formed (pink shaded region). The α and β whole-genome duplication events
are indicated as circles.
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We propose that the expansion of these lineage-specific clades is
likely to have generated a supply of donor sequences that have
been incorporated into nascent cluster regions. Interestingly,
genes from the maize cyclic hydroxamic acid and rice diterpene
metabolic gene clusters also appear to have come from clades that
have expanded recently through tandem duplication and that, in
at least several cases, are also lineage specific (17, 22).
Clustering of functionally related genes will facilitate the

coinheritance of favorable combinations of alleles at these multi-
gene loci (14). Clustering also may enable co-ordinate regulation
of gene expression at the level of chromatin (3, 6, 8, 9, 14, 21).
Consistent with this notion, we recently showed that expression
of the avenacin gene cluster in oat is associated with cell type-
specific chromatin decondensation (40). The genes within the
marneral and thalianol clusters are coordinately expressed, and
both clusters have very similar root-specific expression patterns
(Fig. S6). The promoter regions of the genes within each cluster

share few known regulatory motifs or regions of sequence ho-
mology (Dataset S2), and comparisons within and between the
two gene clusters also failed to identify regions of significant
intergenic homology (Dataset S1). There is, however, good evi-
dence that both these clusters are likely to be regulated at the
level of chromatin. As we noted previously for the thalianol
cluster (21), the marneral cluster genes are strongly associated
with repressive histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3),
but the immediate flanking genes are not (41). Two chromatin-
remodeling proteins, pickle (PKL) and pickle-related 2 (PKR2),
act as transcriptional activators of H3K27me3-marked genes in
roots (42). PKL binds directly to at least one gene in the tha-
lianol cluster; the expression of three thalianol cluster genes
is known to be PKL/PKR2 dependent; and expression of the
marneral cluster genes appears to be partially PKL/PKR2 de-
pendent (41).
Because THAH and MRO were recruited to each cluster in-

dependently, their H3K27me3 association must have been in-
herited from the parental genes or acquired after relocation. The
former explanation is supported by the marked enrichment in
H3K27me3 association for genes encoding members of the
Brassicaceae-specific CYP71A and CYP702/708 clades. Com-
pared with a genome average of w16%, 82% of the genes in the
CYP71A family and 73% of the genes in the are CYP702/708
family are associated with H3K27me3. In contrast, PKL-
dependent expression probably was acquired postduplication
(and therefore postcluster assembly), because other members of
the CYP71A and CYP702/708 clades rarely show PKL-de-
pendent expression. Therefore, establishment of the current
coexpression patterns for marneral and thalianol cluster genes
appears to have been a multistep process, at least part of which is
likely to have occurred after cluster assembly.
In summary, our identification of a second operon-like gene

cluster for another metabolic pathway has allowed us to compare
and contrast the features of two A. thaliana triterpene gene
clusters, the thalianol cluster and the marneral cluster. These two
clusters may have originated from a common ancestral OSC/
CYP705 gene pair, although we cannot rule out the possibility
that the clusters were founded independently. In either case, it is
clear that independent evolutionary events have led to the es-
tablishment of the present-day clusters and that these clusters
are likely to have grown by gene relocation, as has been reported
for the trichothecene biosynthetic gene cluster in Fusarium (43).
Both the thalianol and marneral clusters are located within dy-
namic chromosomal regions, contain genes from gene families
prone to ectopic transposition, and are in repressive chromatin
domains that are likely to facilitate coordinate regulation of gene
expression. Our findings suggest that common mechanisms are
likely to underlie the assembly and control of plant gene clusters.
They also reveal commonalities with other eukaryotes, for ex-
ample the filamentous fungi, in which gene clusters for secondary
metabolism are frequently subtelomeric, TE rich, and regulated
by repressive chromatin (44). As we learn more about the ge-
neric rules and mechanisms governing the formation, function,
maintenance, and dissipation of such eukaryotic gene clusters,
we will be able to gain insights into the forces shaping genome
architecture and adaptive evolution. It also will be interesting to
establish whether plant genomes contain operon-like gene clus-
ters that have functions in processes other than secondary me-
tabolism, because this information will shed light on our under-
standing of the significance of clustering for multistep processes
encoded by coregulated gene ensembles.

Materials and Methods
Plant Materials and Cloning Procedures. A. thaliana Col-0 was used as wild
type for this work. Themro1-1 andmro1-2 mutants were identified from the
SALK T-DNA insertion library (http://signal.salk.edu/cgi-bin/tdnaexpress/) and
confirmed as knockouts by genotyping and RT-PCR (Fig. S6). A. thaliana

A

B

C

Fig. 5. The chromosomal context of the thalianol and marnerol gene
clusters. (A) Both the thalianol and marneral clusters are located in islands
between chromosomal segments that were duplicated in the α whole-
genome duplication event [89% of all genes are contained within α dupli-
cation segment pairs (31)]. Apart from the gene clusters, the two junction
regions do not share any other duplicated genes or extensive stretches of
intergenic homology. (B) Comparative maps of the thalianol and marneral
cluster regions in A. thaliana and A. lyrata. Genes are indicated by filled
arrowheads; cluster genes are in red, syntenic genes in blue, and nonsyntenic
genes in white. Regions of DNA with homology in both species are indicated
by blue bars. (C) Distribution of gene density (black line), TE density (blue
dashed line), and the TE/gene density ratio (red line) across a section of
chromosome 5 that contains both the marneral (M) and thalianol (T) clusters.
Centromeric and pericentromeric regions are marked by horizontal black
bars. Gene and TE densities were calculated for windows of 100 kb with an
overlap of 5 kb. Full chromosome plots are shown in Fig. S5.
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MRN1 and MRO overexpression lines were made by transforming plants
with constructs containing the full-length cDNAs under the control of the
cauliflower mosaic virus 35S constitutive promoter. Full details of plant
materials and cloning procedures are provided in SI Materials and Methods.

Triterpene Analysis. The MRN1 cDNA was expressed in the yeast strain GIL77,
and triterpenes were analyzed as previously described (45). Plants were
grown and harvested, and the triterpenes were extracted and analyzed as
described previously (21), with modifications for the identification of MRO
products (details are provided in SI Materials and Methods).

Phylogenetic and Comparative Genome Analysis. Details about phylogenetic
and comparative genome analysis are provided in SI Materials and Methods.

TE Analysis. Release 9 of the TE annotations for A. thalianawas retrieved from
the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) website (http://www.arabidopsis.
org). The A. thaliana interduplication segment coordinates were extracted from
Bowers et al. (31). Gene-cluster regions were defined as follows: marneral
cluster, Chr5v01212004 17015000–17065000; thalianol cluster, Chr5v01212004

19415000–19465000; arabidiol/baruol cluster, Chr4v012120048730000–8820000.
For each cluster, we calculated the TE fragment and gene densities along the
chromosomes. To test for enrichment, we compared the TE composition of our
region of interest to random regions. To ensure a similar euchromatic genomic
environment, we defined a 1-Mb window around each cluster from which we
randomly extracted 10,000 regions of the same size as the given cluster. For
comparisons against interduplication segments we used random windows from
euchromatic interduplication segments. We then computed P values by calcu-
lating the frequency of random regions with a TE density higher than the TE
density observed for the cluster. Similar results were obtained testing for en-
richment in TE/gene density ratio, TE density, or TE number.
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